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In this exploratory lattice study, low-energy near threshold scattering of the (D¯1D
∗)± meson
system is analyzed using lattice QCD with Nf = 2 twisted mass fermion configurations. Both s-
wave (JP = 0−) and p-wave (JP = 1+) channels are investigated. It is found that the interaction
between the two charmed mesons is attractive near the threshold in both channels. This calculation
provides some hints in the searching of resonances or bound states around the threshold of (D¯1D
∗)±
system.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the past decade, a series of resonances, which are
called XY Z particles nowadays, have been discovered
by several experimental collaborations including BESIII,
Belle, BaBar, CLEOc, LHCb and so on. There are two
major categories of theses states, one of which clusters
around the charmonium region of 4.0GeV while the other
is around bottomonium scale of 10.0GeV. Despite the dif-
ference in the energy region, which is mainly caused by
the mass difference of the heavy quarks (b versus c), there
are a lot of similarities between the two categories. In
fact, some of the candidates were first found in one sector
and later on also witnessed in the other. Ever since their
discoveries, XY Z particles have attracted intense atten-
tion from different fields not only from experiments but
also from phenomenology and lattice simulations. While
more and more of these exotic particles were confirmed in
different experiments, the nature for most of these exotic
states remains obscure despite many phenomenological
studies over the years. As a non-perturbative framework,
lattice QCD is supposed to serve as a check on these
phenomenological studies and hopefully provides the fi-
nal answer to these questions. However, due to various
technical difficulties, mainly because of the multi-channel
nature of the problem, a systematic lattice study remains
difficult and will keep an active field in the near future.
Among all the XY Z particles, Z(4430) is in a rela-
tively clear situation at least experimentally. While many
of the other particles still need confirmations, Z(4430) is
now one of the few particles that have been established
with high confidence by more than one experimental col-
laborations. It was first discovered by Belle [1, 2] as a
resonance-like structure in the pi±ψ′ invariant mass spec-
∗ Corresponding author. Email: liuchuan@pku.edu.cn
trum of B → Kpi±ψ′ decays with indefinite quantum
numbers. Later on, updated results indicate that the
most favored quantum numbers is 1+ with significance
of 6.4σ, while the second probable one is 0− with sig-
nificance 4.6σ [3]. In 2014, LHCb observed a resonant
structure in B0 → K+pi−ψ′decays with unambiguously
determined quantum number of 1+ and also excluded
the possibility of D¯1D
∗ threshold effect interpretation
because of the positive parity [4]. Recently, LHCb con-
firms their results in a model-independent way [5].
In contrast to the experimental situation, theoreti-
cal understanding of the state Z(4430) is still far from
clear. Several phenomenological investigation have been
done based on the newly reported experimental result.
In Ref. [6], the authors find that the molecular can-
didates are more likely to decay into the radially ex-
cited states than into ground states using the quark-
interchange model, thus they prefer the interpretation
of Z(4430) as the D¯D∗(2S) molecular state. However,
in Ref. [7] the authors study the D∗D¯1(2420) interac-
tions using one-boson-exchange model and find iso-vector
bound state solutions with spin parity JP = 1+. Other
interpretations also exist based on different models. Since
these low-energy phenomena are non-perturbative in na-
ture, it is desirable to study this from Lattice QCD.
The motivation of this work is two-fold. First of all,
since the mass of Z(4430) lies close to the threshold of
D¯1D
∗, at least when it was first observed, it was conjec-
tured to be a shallow bound state of the two charmed
mesons with a quantum number of 0− by various phe-
nomenological studies, see e.g. Ref. [8]. Therefore, the
first lattice study done in the quenched approximation
also focuses on this channel [9]. It was found that, in this
particular channel, the interaction of the two charmed
mesons is attractive but not strong enough to form a
bound state. It is legitimate to contemplate, whether
this conclusion will be changed if one uses full lattice
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2QCD configurations instead of the quenched ones. Ad-
mittedly, now the mass of the original Z(4430) has moved
up quite a bit to about 4475MeV so it no longer coincides
with the threshold of D1 and D
∗. 1 However, this par-
ticular threshold of (D¯1D
∗)± remains closest to Z(4430)
and therefore the scattering of the (D¯1D
∗)± is still the
most relevant to study. Needless to say, there are also
many thresholds below this one, whose effects need to
be taken into account in principle, however, putting in
more thresholds will complicate the lattice computation
significantly. Therefore, without any definite information
about other more important lower channels, we focus on
a single-channel lattice study in this exploratory work,
which constitutes the second motivation of this particu-
lar study.
According to the experimental results of Belle and
LHCb, the most favored quantum number of Z(4430)
is 1+ instead of the originally proposed value of 0−. In
this study, we explore both 0− and 1+ channels. For
JP = 0− sector, we study the s-wave scattering of D¯1
and D∗ as in our former quenched study [9]. This will
serve as a direct comparison with the previous quenched
result. For the JP = 1+ sector, a non-vanishing relative
orbital angular momentum between the two particles is
introduced, similar to the lattice study of pipi scattering
in the ρ channel [10–13]. Our final results indicate that,
the interaction between the two charmed mesons are at-
tractive in both channels.
In the JP = 0− channel, compared to the former
quenched results, we find that the interaction between
the two mesons are stronger, rendering the extracted
scattering length negative while the quenched scatter-
ing length is still positive. In the JP = 1+ sector, the
two mesons are also attractive. Hints of possible bound
states have been observed in both channels.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we briefly
review the ingredients of Lu¨scher’s formalism in both pe-
riodic boundary condition and twisted boundary condi-
tions. In Sec. III, single particle and two-particle oper-
ators for both A1 and T1 sector are analyzed. Special
attention is paid for the correlation function in twisted
case when using wall sources without gauge-fixing. In
Sec. IV, simulation details are given and the physical im-
plication of the results is analyzed. Conclusions are given
in Sec. V together with some outlooks.
II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE
COMPUTATION
A. Lu¨scher’s formalism for periodic boundary
condition
Traditionally periodic boundary condition is used for
all three spatial directions within the four-dimension Eu-
1 However, we still call the structure Z(4430) instead of Z(4475).
clidean torus in lattice QCD simulations,
ψ(x+ Lei, t) = ψ(x, t), (1)
where ψ(x, t) designates a generic quark field. Then the
three-momentum k of any degrees of freedom is quantized
according to,
k =
(
2pi
L
)
n, (n ∈ Z3) (2)
In a series of publications [16–19], Lu¨scher has pro-
posed a general formalism to compute low-energy scat-
tering phase shifts of two-particle systems with zero to-
tal momentum P = 0 in a symmetric cubic box of size
L × L × L. It relates the discrete energy eigenvalue of
the two-particle system in the finite box with the elas-
tic scattering phase of the two particles in the infinite
volume. This formalism makes it possible for the nu-
merical simulation of scattering problems from first prin-
ciples of QCD. Consider two particles with mass m1
and m2 respectively in a cubic box. Within center-of
mass frame the two particles then have three-momentum
k1 = −k2 = k. Without any interaction between the two
particles, the total energy of the free two-particle system
is simply
E1+2(k) =
√
m21 + k
2 +
√
m22 + k
2, (3)
with k quantized as Eq. (2). Now if we turn on the
short-ranged interaction between the two particles, the
total energy must be deviated from the free situation, and
therefore also the three-momentum. We simply define
E1·2(k) =
√
m21 + k¯
2 +
√
m22 + k¯
2, (4)
where E1·2 stands for the total interacting two-particle
system energy and k¯ 6= k being the modified momentum.
We can also define a variable q2, the counterpart of n2
in the free case, as
q2 = k¯2L2/(2pi)2, (5)
which deviates from n2 due to the interaction. Within
Lu¨scher’s formalism, there is a direct relation between
the elastic scattering phase shift and the variable q2. For
s-wave elastic scattering, neglecting higher partial wave
mixing, this relation reads,
q cot δ0(q) =
1
pi3/2
Z00(1; q
2), (6)
where Z00(1; q
2) is the generalized zeta function, which
is formally defined as
Zlm(s; q
2) =
∑
n∈Z3
Ylm(n)
(n2 − q2)s (7)
for Re(s) > (l + 3)/2 and then analytically continued
to the region covering s = 1. Here Ylm is a polynomial
3related to the spherical harmonics through Ylm(n) = |n|l·
Ylm(θ, φ), q
2 is a real variable which can be positive or
negative. As argued by Lu¨scher [18], efficient algorithms
can be developed to evaluate this function for reasonable
values of q2. A C-package based on the algorithm given
in Ref. [20] can be found, for example, at [21].
In numerical simulations, the two-particle energy E1·2
is obtained from suitable correlation functions. Sev-
eral assumptions have been made to arrive at the sim-
ple Eq. (6). We will mention them below. Firstly, lat-
tice volume should be large enough to accommodate free
single-particle states which is characterized by the pa-
rameter mpiL in the simulation. Large values of mpiL
also suppresses the wrap-around contributions. Secondly,
higher angular momenta mixtures have been neglected.
Within A1 representation of the octahedral group Oh,
the next partial wave that can mix with s-wave scattering
is g-wave, which is high enough to be neglected for near
threshold scattering. However, one should pay special at-
tention to subgroups of Oh and/or other representations.
This could happen when different topology or boundary
conditions are applied which will lead to mixture of s-
wave with lower partial waves, e.g. with d-wave or even
p-wave under broken parity. There are another practi-
cal limitation of this formalism, which is crucial for near
threshold effect of the scattering process. As Eq. (2) indi-
cates, where the smallest momentum increment is given
by |kmin| = 2pi/L which is too large for the study of
near-threshold effects. A traditional way of circumvent-
ing this difficulty is to use twisted boundary conditions,
which will be talked minutely in the next section.
We mention here that extensions to the above men-
tioned Lu¨scher formalism also exist in the literature.
One way is to use asymmetric rectangular box of size
(η1L)×(η2L)×(L) rather than a cubic box as in Lu¨scher’s
original formalism. As the minimum momentum in var-
ious directions under such formalism can be different if
η1, η2 6= 1, the degeneracy of low-lying modes in three-
dimensional momentum space can be resolved. Then one
can get much more energy levels due to the breaking
of the octahedral group to subgroups with lower degen-
eracies [24, 25]. If one would like to keep the simula-
tion within a cubic box, another way to break the cubic
group symmetry is to boost the system [26–33], lead-
ing to the so-called moving-frame formalism. While the
asymmetric box or moving frame formalism only increase
the energy levels discretely, the twisted boundary condi-
tions [34, 35] formalism can give as much momentum
modes as one need, in other words giving continuous en-
ergy levels, which is the method we are using.
B. Lu¨scher’s formalism for twisted boundary
condition
Basically, instead of the usual periodic boundary con-
ditions for the quark field, one uses,
ψθ(x+ Lei, t) = e
iθiψθ(x, t), (8)
where the twisting angle θ = (θ1, θ2, θ3) is a tunable (vec-
tor) parameter and ψθ is the twisted quark field operator.
Here θ = (0, 0, 0) corresponds to the periodic boundary
conditions and θ = (pi, pi, pi) corresponds to the full an-
tiperiodic boundary conditions. The twisting angle θ ba-
sically modifies the allowed three-momenta from (2pi/L)n
to (2pi/L)(n+θ/(2pi)). Since θ is freely tunable, one can
get arbitrary three-momenta, in principle.
For convenience we introduce new hatted fields as
ψˆ(x, t) = e−iθ·x/Lψθ(x, t), (9)
where the original fields ψθ(x, t) satisfy the twisted
boundary condition Eq. (8), while the hatted fields
ψˆ(x, t) will satisfy the usual periodic boundary condition
Eq. (1). For Wilson-type fermions, this redefinition of
the quark fields only affects the hopping terms in the lat-
tice fermion actions, which amounts to a transformation
of the gauge filed with
Uµ(x)⇒ Uˆµ(x) = eiθµa/LUµ(x), (10)
with µ = 0, 1, 2, 3 and θµ = (0,θ). Therefore, the gauge
fields Uµ(x) ∈ SU(3) are modified by a U(1) phase. If
such gauge fields were generated according to this sce-
nario, it will be completely equivalent to the twisted
boundary conditions [34, 35]. This is the so-called full
twisting which is a well-defined unitary approach. How-
ever, generating new ensembles with twisted boundary
condition requires a completely new simulation with dy-
namical quarks, which is really time consuming and low
efficient, as every ensemble can only have one specific
twisting angles and new ensemble must be generated once
again for different twisting angles. Therefore, it is de-
sirable to use the so-called partial twisting proposal, in
which (some of) the valence quarks satisfy twisted bound-
ary conditions but the sea quarks still satisfy periodic
boundary conditions. Sachrajda and Villadoro [36] has
shown that the finite volume correction due to the par-
tially twisted conditions is exponentially suppressed with
the increasing of spacial extent L. In this scenario, it is
not necessary to regenerate new gauge field configura-
tions for different choice of the twist angle. In fact, one
can simply use the configurations with periodic bound-
ary condition. Several simulations have been done using
this approach [37–39]. It has also been shown recently
that, partial twisting is equivalent to full twisting in some
cases [41]. We simply assume that this equivalence can
be carried over to our case.
Traditional meson interpolating operators are con-
structed using the hatted fields in real coordinate space
under periodic boundary condition as a quark bilinear
OˆΓ(x, t) := ¯ˆψfΓψˆf ′(x, t), (11)
where f and f ′ stands for flavor indices and Γ for specific
Dirac gamma matrix matched to given quantum numbers
of the operator. By summing over the spatial coordinate
x with an extra phase of three-momentum k′ = (2pi/L)n,
4we can obtain the operator with specific momentum in
momentum space and its relationship with the original
field using the definition in Eq. (1) as
OˆΓ(k′, t) =
∑
x
¯ˆ
ψfΓψˆf ′(x, t)e
−ik′·x
=
∑
x
ψ¯θfΓψθ′f (x, t)e
−i(k′+(θf′−θf )/L)·x
= OΓ(k′ + (θf ′ − θf )/L, t), (12)
thus we can get the discretized momentum as
k =
2pi
L
(
n+
θ
2pi
)
, (n ∈ Z3) (13)
while θ = θf ′ − θf = (θ1, θ2, θ3) with θi being restricted
to 0 ≤ θi ≤ pi without losing of generality. Following the
prescriptions given in Ref. [41], if we carefully select the
twisting angle θf and θf ′ , we can improves our resolu-
tion in momentum space.
One drawback with twisted boundary condition is pos-
sible partial-wave mixing due to the reduction of sym-
metry for different twisting angles, which makes it diffi-
cult to extract scattering parameters. As is well known,
the irreducible representation A1 of the octahedral group
Oh with cubic symmetry contains partial waves of l =
0, 4, 6, 8, · · · while T1 contains l = 1, 3, 4, 5, · · · , where
l stands for the quantum number of partial waves [42].
The lowest partial wave mixing with s-wave(l = 0) is
g-wave(l = 4) in the irrep A1 and for irrep T1, the
lowest partial wave mixing with p-wave(l = 1) is f-
wave(l = 3). Higher partial waves can be safely ignored
since in the low-energy region, the lowest partial wave
always dominates. When higher partial waves are ne-
glected, Lu¨scher’s formula takes its simplest form, in the
s-wave as Eq. (6) and a similar one for p-wave with δ0
replaced by δ1. When the higher partial waves are not
neglected, we have a much more complicated form of for-
mula, depending on the number of partial waves taken
into account.
Under twisted boundary conditions, however, the cu-
bic symmetry in reciprocal lattice space is broken. The
symmetry reductions under different twisting angles are
shown in Table I. It should be noted that, for generic
value of θ, say 0 < θi < pi, the inversion symmetry is
also lost in the momentum space and thus partial waves
of different parity can mix. This will lead to the mixing
of p-wave with s-wave phase shift even in the irrep A1.
The Lu¨scher finite size formula now reads [39, 43, 44],∣∣∣∣ q cot δ0(q)−m00(q) m01(q)m01(q)∗ q3 cot δ1(q)−m11(q)
∣∣∣∣ = 0, (14)
wherem00,m01,m11 are all known functions related to the
generalized zeta function. Although methods have been
put forward on how to handle such situations, as indi-
cated in the above references, we would like to avoid this
complication as much as possible. We therefore decide to
take special twisting angles with θi = 0 or pi. This choice
preserves parity and thus the even and odd partial waves
will not mix. This amounts to setting the off-diagonal
elements m01 = m10 = 0 in the above equation. Hence
Eq. (14) factorizes into two independent formulae, one
for s-wave, the other for p-wave. The detailed expression
for m00 and m11 are listed in Table II, where the wlm
can be expressed as
wlm(q) =
1
pi3/2
√
2l + 1ql+1
Zθlm(1; q
2), (15)
and the generalized zeta function Zθlm(1; q
2) with the
twisting angle θ is defined as
Zθlm(s; q
2) =
∑
r∈Γθ
Ylm(r)
(r2 − q2)s (16)
where the lattice grids r in the momentum space runs
over the set Γθ = {r|r = n + θ2pi ,n ∈ Z3}. As we are
always keeping the system in its center of mass frame,
the two scattering mesons are back to back with opposite
momentum (including the twisting angles if necessary).
Thus, when comparing with our formulas with those in
Ref. [40] for example, the relativistic factor γ should be
set to unity.
C. Bound states within Lu¨scher’s formalism
In infinite volume, a bound state of two particles can
be defined as a discrete energy eigenstate of the Hamil-
tonian with energy level below the two-particle thresh-
old. In a finite box, however, all states have discrete
energies such that further identification is needed. In a
two-particle scattering process on the lattice, the interac-
tion can be attractive/repulsive rendering the lowest two-
particle energy level lower/higher than the two-particle
threshold, or in terms of the variable defined in Eq. (5),
we have q2 < 0 or q2 > 0. To deal with the attractive
case [16, 18, 45] where the dimensionless momentum q is
pure imaginary, the phase shift δ(q) should be analyti-
cally continued through the relation cotσ(q) = i cot δ(q)
and Eq. (6) is modified to,
(−iq) cotσ(q) = 1
pi3/2
Z00(1; q
2), (17)
where (−iq) > 0. The phase σ(q) for pure imaginary q
is physically significant since if there exists a true bound
state at that particular energy, we have cotσ(q) = −1 in
the infinite volume limit. In a finite volume, this relation
is modified to,
cotσ(q) = −1 + 6
2pi
√
−q2 e
−2pi
√
−q2 + · · · , (18)
the right hand side will approximate to −1 in the limit
of q2 → −∞. This indicates that an infinitely nega-
tive q2 (in the infinite-volume limit) signifies a bound
5TABLE I. Group reduction and decomposition rules of the representation for Γs(s-wave) and Γp(p-wave) based on different
twisting angles θ. A1g(Ag) stands for trivial irrep which does not contain the l = 1(p-wave) contribution, while A1 contains
both the l = 0(s-wave) and l = 1(p-wave) partial waves [39]. The subscripts ’g’ stands for gerade, while ’u’ for ungerade.
θ (0, 0, 0) (0, 0, θ) (0, 0, pi) (pi, pi, 0) (pi, pi, pi)
Symmetry Oh C4v D4h D2h D3d
Γs A1g A1 A1g A1g A1g
Γp T1u A1 ⊕ E A2u ⊕ Eu B1u ⊕B2u ⊕B3u A2u ⊕ Eu
TABLE II. Function mlm that are related to zeta function by Eq. (15), different group reduction and the corresponding irreps
are also listed.
θ (0, 0, 0) (0, 0, pi) (pi, pi, 0) (pi, pi, pi)
Symmetry Oh D4h D2h D3d
m00 A1 : qw00 A1 : qw00 A1 : qw00 A1 : qw00
m11 T1 : q
3w00 E : q
3(w00 − w20) B1 : q3(w00 − w20 − i
√
6w22) /
state. Terms that are ignored in the above equation are
further suppressed should the value of
√
(−q2)–which is
proportional to (kBL) with kB the binding momentum
of the bound state–be large. Although the pole condi-
tion is fulfilled only in the infinite volume, we can study
the finite volume corrections in a finite volume. Shallow
bound states tend to pose a problem here because they
usually have rather small values of kBL and therefore re-
ceive very large finite volume corrections. Therefore, to
really identify a bound state in a lattice simulation, one
normally needs to study the finite volume analysis using
results from a series of volumes, see, e.g. Ref. [45].
There is another criterion for the formation of bound
state by studying the variation of scattering length with
the energy shift of two-particle energy. In Ref. [45], the
authors point out that the s-wave scattering length is
positive (a0 > 0) if the interaction between two parti-
cles is attractive but not strong enough to give rise to
a bound state. With the increasing strength of the at-
traction, the sign of the scattering length turns out to be
opposite(a0 < 0) once the bound state is formed, which
can be intuitively understood by the behavior of the gen-
eralized zeta function in the region of negative parameter
q2, see Fig. 1 as an example. This fact provides us a dis-
tinctive identification of a loosely bound state even in
finite volume through the observation of the lowest scat-
tering state that is above the threshold, which will be
discussed in the following simulation.
III. OPERATORS AND CORRELATORS
One can construct single-particle and two-particle in-
terpolating operators based on the corresponding quan-
tum numbers. Since we are interested in the interaction
between meson D¯1 and D
∗, we need single-particle oper-
ators which could create single D¯01 and D
∗+ meson from
the QCD vacuum and two-particle operators for the two-
particle state (D¯1D
∗)+ in various channels. Below we
will first list these one-particle and two-particle operators
-4
-2
 0
 2
 4
-0.4 -0.2  0  0.2  0.4  0.6  0.8  1
Zθ 0
0(
s;
 q
2 )
/π3
/2
q2
FIG. 1. (color online) The function m00(q
2) for twisting angle
θ = (0, 0, pi). The vertical line at q2 = 0.25 stands for a
singular point of the zeta function under this twisting angle.
and then proceed to discuss their correlation functions.
A. Operators in the non-twisted case
1. One-particle operators
In lattice simulations, one should construct as much
operators as possible to interpolate the specific particle
from the QCD vacuum. For this preliminary study, we
use the simplest quark bilinear interpolating operators
for D¯01 and D
∗+ (and also their iso-spin and anti-particle
partners) whose quantum numbers JP are 1+ and 1−,
respectively. In the Wilson twisted mass formulation of
fermions on the lattice, there is some differences between
the so called twisted basis and physical basis. Real com-
putations are performed under the twisted basis however
here we will express local interpolating fields in physical
basis for clarity. They can be transformed into twisted
basis at full twist when computing the correlation func-
6tion. For the single charmed meson operator, we use
(D¯01) : P¯(u)i (x, t) = [c¯′γiγ5u](x, t),
(D∗+) : Q(d)i (x, t) = [d¯γic](x, t), (19)
where i = 1, 2, 3 indicates different spatial components,
and the superscript (u/d) in parentheses stands for dif-
ferent light quark flavors in various charmed mesons. In
twisted mass Wilson lattice QCD, valence quarks such as
the charm quark are implemented using the Osterwalder-
Seiler action treatment as suggested in Ref. [46, 48]. The
Wilson parameter of the two constituent quarks should
be opposite for the quark bilinear, that’s why we write
it down in the way shown in Eq. (19). We can also eas-
ily get the interpolating operators for their anti-particles
by applying charge conjugate, e.g. (D01) : P(u)i (x, t) =
[u¯γiγ5c
′](x, t) = [P¯(u)i (x, t)]†, and also for isospin charged
partners P(d)i and P¯(d)i by replacing u(x, t) quark with
d(x, t) quark. The same procedure can also be applied
to vector charmed meson D∗.
By a discrete Fourier transformation we can obtain
single particle operators with definite three-momentum
k,
P¯(u/d)i (k, t) =
∑
x
P¯(u/d)i (x, t)e−ik·x,
Q(u/d)i (k, t) =
∑
x
Q(u/d)i (x, t)e−ik·x. (20)
which is similar for the relevant charge conjugate anti-
particles. Obviously the operators Pi(k, t) and Qi(k, t)
form bases for the vector representation T1 of cubic
group, the lattice counterpart of J = 1 in the continuum.
With twisted boundary conditions implemented, the
symmetry in momentum space will be further reduced
from octahedral group Oh to its subgroups D4h, D2h, D3d
and so on.
2. Two-particle operators in A1 sector
For the two-particle system of D¯01 and D
∗+ with quan-
tum numbers of 1+ and 1− respectively, we can express
the two-particle system in terms of single particle con-
tents with definite momentum in A1 channel as
1+(0−C):

D¯01D
∗++D+1 D¯
∗0
D01D
∗−+D−1 D
∗0
[D¯01D
∗0−D−1 D∗+] + [D01D¯∗0−D+1 D∗−]
(21)
where  = ±1 corresponds to the charge parity of the
neutral state with C-parity C = ∓, both of which are ex-
plored in this study. In our simulation positively charged
partner of the iso-spin triplet is taken. Thus we can write
down the two-particle operator as
O(A
−
1 )
α (t) =
∑
i,R∈G
[P¯(u)i (R ◦ kα, t)Q(d)i (−R ◦ kα, t+ 1)
+P(d)i (R ◦ kα, t)Q¯(u)i (−R ◦ kα, t+ 1)] (22)
where the index α = 1, ..., N with N being the number of
momentum modes considered in the simulation and the
summation of R ∈ G runs over all elements of the group
in the question (in the case of non-twisted case, G =
Oh). In our simulation for A1 channel, we take N = 3
for both non-twisted and twisted cases, corresponding to
k = (0, 0, 0), (1, 0, 0), (1, 1, 0), respectively. We shall call
them momentum mode 0, 1, 2 for simplicity. Note that
in the above definitions, we have not included the orbital
angular momentum of the two particles and thus only
applicable to s-wave scattering processes (A1 channel).
3. Two-particle operators in T1 sector
Similar to the study of I = J = 1 channel pipi scatter-
ing [10–13] where vector operators are constructed from
pipi operators, we can consider the (D¯1D
∗)+ system in
the same manner. To be specific, we can write down the
positively charged two-particle system similar to Eq. (21)
for A1 sector with explicit single-particle contents as
1+(1+C) : D¯01(kj)D
∗+(−kj) + D+1 (kj)D¯∗0(−kj)− [D¯01(−kj)D∗+(kj) + D+1 (−kj)D¯∗0(kj)] (23)
where j = 1, 2, 3 stands for the three components of the
spacial momentum k that forms the basis of the T1 irreps;
 = ±1 corresponds to the charge parity of the charge
neutral state with C = ∓. Both cases will be explored
in this study. Here we only write down the positively
charged part, the iso-spin partners of negatively charged
and neutral part can be easily obtained by charge conju-
gate and G-parity transformations. From the definition
in Eq. (20), we get the operator for T+1 channel as
O(T
+
1 )
αj (t) =
∑
i
{
P¯(u)i (kαj , t)Q(d)i (−kαj , t+ 1) + P(d)i (kαj , t) Q¯(u)i (−kαj , t+ 1)− [kαj ⇔ −kαj ]
}
, (24)
7where kαj = (kα1,kα2,kα3) stands for three spatial di-
rections of kα forming the basis for T1 for different mo-
mentum mode α. Here we only take momentum mode
1 and 2, i.e. α = 1, 2, corresponding to momentum
mode (0, 0, 1) and (1, 1, 0) while momentum mode 0, i.e.
(0, 0, 0) is automatically excluded.
B. Operators in the twisted case
We choose to apply twisted boundary condition to the
light quarks(u or d) while keeping the charm quark un-
twisted [41]. This avoids the quark-antiquark annihila-
tion in the scattering process. Based on Eq. (19), the
single particle operators are chosen to be,
(D¯01) :
¯ˆP(u)i (x, t) = [
¯ˆ
c′γiγ5uˆ](x, t),
(D∗+) : Qˆ(d)i (x, t) = [ ¯ˆdγicˆ](x, t), (25)
where all the hatted fields with periodic boundary con-
dition are related to the twisted fields via Eq. (9). The
same procedure can be applied to the two-particle oper-
ators in both A−1 and T
+
1 channel directly.
Compared with the case of periodic boundary condi-
tions, there are two modifications, both arising from the
fact that the cubic group Oh is reduced to one of its sub-
groups as indicated in Table I.
One modification is due to the change of operator ba-
sis. For the operator basis in A1 irrep, it remains in-
variant under twisted boundary condition. However, for
the T1 irrep of both single-particle and two-particle sys-
tem, different reduction of the subgroup leads to differ-
ent operator basis. Take the vector meson operator in
Eq. (25), for example, for twisting angle θ = (0, 0, pi), the
original operator triplet (Q′(u/d)1 ,Q′(u/d)2 ,Q′(u/d)3 ) should
be decomposed into a singlet Q′(u/d)3 and a doublet
(Q′(u/d)1 ,Q′(u/d)2 ), forming the basis for A2 and E irreps
respectively. Special attention should be paid to the T+1
irrep of two-particle system. In this case the three basis
of the operators are formed using different directions of
the relative momentum for the two particles as shown in
Eq. (24). As the fractional momentum in twisted bound-
ary condition can acquire additional spatial momentum
with (2pi/L)n, we choose to select those spatial momen-
tum modes that are perpendicular to the fractional mo-
mentum induced by the twisting angle. This will keep us
in the center of mass frame for the selected irrep. For ex-
ample, for subgroup D4h of twisting angle θ = (0, 0, pi),
we will only select (kα1, kα2) as in Eq. (24) to form the
E irrep for real simulation, neglecting the A1 represen-
tation, and for irrep D2h of twisting angle θ = (pi, pi, 0),
we select kα3 as in Eq. (24) to form the B1 irrep for real
simulation, neglecting the B2 and B3 representation.
Another modification is the changing of sets of mo-
menta used in the mode average method for A1 sector.
For different twisting angle, the group G as in Eq. (22)
can be reduced to one of its subgroups D4h, D2h or
D3d, and different momenta sets invariant under the rel-
evant group transformation will be taken for real simu-
lation. For example, we will take six momentum species,
(0, 0,±1), (0,±1, 0), (±1, 0, 0) under cubic group Oh for
mode average of momentum mode 1. When it comes to
subgroup D4h, as we take the twist angle θ = (0, 0, pi)
along z-axis in this case, only (0,±1, 0), (±1, 0, 0) are
taken for the momentum mode averaging. Similar con-
siderations also apply to the case of D2h and D3d.
C. Correlation functions
After constructing the operators for all cases, we can
simply write down correlation functions with periodic
boundary condition in the usual way. For the vector
charmed meson D∗+, we get
CQ(k, t) =
3∑
i=1
〈
Q(d)i (k, t)Q(d)†i (k, 0)
〉
=
3∑
i=1
∑
x,y
〈
d¯Γic(y, t)c¯Γ
†
id(x, 0)e
−ik·(y−x)
〉
= −
3∑
i=1
∑
x,y
〈
(d)
M
−1
(x,0),(y,t)(Γi)
(c)
M
−1
(y,t),(x,0)
·(Γi)e−ik·(y−x)
〉
(26)
where color and spin indices are suppressed. Spatial in-
dex i is summed in order to enhance the signal. Quanti-
ties like
(d)
M
−1
(x,0),(y,t) =
〈
d(x, 0)d¯(y, t)
〉
(27)
are quark propagators on the lattice. It should be noted
from the last line of Eq. (26) that the summation over
all spatial points at the source is rather expensive from
a computational point of view. We use the traditional
wall-source method to reformulate it. To be specific, one
rewrites the summation in (x,y) into a summation in
(x,y,x′), and replace one of the index x in the two prop-
agators in Eq. (26) by x′. Using SU(3) gauge symmetry,
the extra unwanted terms are gauge dependent and van-
ish after gauge field averaging. After this modification,
the D∗+ two-point correlation function can be finally ex-
pressed as
CQ(k, t) =
3∑
i=1
∑
y
〈(∑
x′
(u)
M
−1
(y,t),(x′,0)
)∗
(γ5Γi)
·
(∑
x
(c)
M
−1
(y,t),(x,0)e
ik·x
)
(γ5Γi)e
−ik·y
〉
, (28)
where we have used the so called γ5-hermiticity for the
d quark and transformed to the twisted basis such that
Γi = γ5γi for the vector meson. This only cost one inver-
sion for the light quark with zero three-momentum and
8one for the charm quark with momentum k. One could
go further by averaging over different k’s which will only
cost extra inversions for the charm quark but not the
light quarks.
The procedure discussed above is effective in the tra-
ditional non-twisted case. If we utilize the twisted
boundary conditions in the computation, special atten-
tion should be paid since all field operators are changed
to the hatted fields as discussed in Subsec. (III B). One
should keep in mind that it is these contractions with
the hatted fields that are really computed in the sim-
ulations, in particular, using the hatted gauge fields as
backgrounds. However, the hatted gauge fields do not
live in SU(3) anymore. They have extra U(1) phases as
shown in Eq. (10). Now it is crucial to realize that, it is
the un-hatted fields (with twisted boundary condition)
that have SU(3) gauge symmetry, not the hatted fields
(with periodic boundary condition). So when it comes
to the application of the SU(3) gauge averaging, one has
to express all quantities in terms of the un-hatted ones
as an intermediate step, and transform them back to the
hatted fields in the end for the real computation. With
the help of Eq. (9), we can relate the Wick contractions
of un-hatted fields in Eq. (27) with the hatted fields as,
(d)
M
−1
(x,0),(y,t) =
(dˆ)
M
−1
(x,0),(y,t)e
[
i
θd
L ·(x−y)
]
. (29)
Thus the two-point function CQ(k, t) can be rewritten as
CQˆ(k, t) =
3∑
i=1
∑
x,y
〈
¯ˆ
dΓicˆ(y, t)¯ˆcΓ
†
i dˆ(x, 0)e
−ik·(y−x)
〉
= −
3∑
i=1
∑
x,y
〈
(d)
M
−1
(x,0),(y,t)(Γi)
(c)
M
−1
(y,t),(x,0)(Γi) · exp
[
−i
(
k+
θc − θd
L
)
· (y − x)
]〉
,
= −
3∑
i=1
∑
x,y
〈[(∑
x′
(d)
M
−1
(x′,0),(y,t)
)
Γi
(c)
M
−1
(y,t),(x,0)Γi
]
· exp
[
−i
(
k+
θc − θd
L
)
· (y − x)
]〉
, (30)
After reusing Eq. (29) and γ5-hermiticity, we obtain the final form for the two-point correlation,
CQˆ(R ◦ k, t) =
3∑
i=1
∑
R,y
〈(∑
x′
(uˆ)
M
−1
(y,t),(x′,0) exp
[
−iθu
L
· x′
])∗
(γ5Γi)
·
(
(cˆ)
M
−1
(y,t),(x,0) exp
[
i
(
R ◦ k− θu
L
)
· x
])
(γ5Γi) · e−iR◦k·y
〉
, (31)
where we have incorporated the mode average operator
R here which belongs to the little groups reduced from
the octahedral group Oh depending on different twisting
angle. We select the same twisting angle for the light
quarks such that θu = θd, while the charm quark remains
untwisted, thus θc = (0, 0, 0).
For the four-point functions, we construct a Hermitian
correlation matrix
Cαβ(t) = 〈Oα(t)O†β(0)〉, (32)
where Oα/β represents the two-particle operators defined
in Eq. (22) and Eq. (24), for A1 and T1 sectors respec-
tively. Similar correlation matrix can also be constructed
for the twisted case as discussed for the two point corre-
lation function. Then the traditional procedure of Gen-
eralized Eigen-Value Problem (GEVP) can be applied to
extract the two particle energies. Details would be dis-
cussed in Subsec. (IV B).
The correlation matrix defined in Eq.(32) can be ex-
pressed in terms of quark propagators, or contractions,
using Wick’s theorem. Typical quark contractions, also
known as quark flow diagrams, are illustrated in Fig. 2.
These are termed (a) connected, (b) single disconnected,
and (c) doubly disconnected diagrams[41, 47]. As we are
studying isospin I = 1 channel, doubly disconnected di-
agrams simply do not occur. Phenomenologically speak-
ing, the singly disconnected diagram (b) corresponds to
an exchange of charmonium state between the two scat-
tering charmed mesons. The amplitude of this process is
easily estimated to be small for close to threshold scat-
tering. Therefore, we will simply omit the singly dis-
connected diagram. Our way of doing so is to introduce
9a second type of charm quark c′, with the same mass
but opposite Wilson parameter as that of c, using the
Osterwalder-Seiler type action. This has the extra advan-
tage of automatic O(a) improvement within the twisted
mass formulation once we tune to the maximal twist [48].
(a) (b) (c)
FIG. 2. Typical quark flow diagrams for the four-point func-
tion: (a) connected, (b) singly disconnected, and (c) doubly
disconnected diagrams.
IV. SIMULATION DETAILS AND RESULTS
In this study, we utilize Nf = 2 twisted mass gauge
field configurations generated by European Twisted Mass
Collaboration (ETMC) at β = 4.05 for three different
pion mass values. Details of the relevant parameters are
summarized in Table III.
TABLE III. Simulation parameters in this study. All con-
figurations used are of the size 323 × 64 with lattice spacing
a ' 0.067fm (or β = 4.05). The statistics for three ensemble
are all 200.
#Ensemble I II III
aµ 0.003 0.006 0.008
mpi[MeV] 307.0 423.6 488.4
mpiL 3.31 4.57 5.27
Maximally twisted Wilson quarks are used by setting
the bare quark mass term in the action to its critical
value, rendering the physical observables automatically
O(a) improved in the continuum limit. For the valence
charm quark, we have used the Osterwalder-Seiler like
action [48]. The up and down quark masses are fixed
to the values of the sea-quark values while that for the
charm quark is fixed using the experimental mass of the
spin-averaged value of J/ψ and ηc on the lattice, i.e.
3
4mJ/ψ +
1
4mηc.
A. Charmed meson mass and dispersion relations
We have calculated the one-particle correlation func-
tions for D¯01 and D
∗+ as defined in Eq. (26), for a series
of definite three-momentum k and twisting angle θ. Af-
ter inserting a complete set of states, any single-particle
correlation function can be written in the following form
(assuming infinite temporal size)
C(t) = 〈O(t)O†(0)〉 =
∑
n
Cne
−Ent, (33)
where En stands for the one-particle spectrum, n = 0 is
for the ground state, i.e. particle mass for non-twisted
case. For finite temporal extension, we can extract the
ground states by defining the effective mass
meff(t) = cosh
−1
(
C(t− 1) + C(t+ 1)
2C(t)
)
, (34)
which in the large t limit is dominated by a constant
that can be regarded as the mass of the meson. We
have also checked the logarithmic effective mass defined
as meff(t) = ln
C(t)
C(t+1) and found that these two methods
yield compatible results while the former one is more ro-
bust especially in cases where plateau sets in at large t.
Three time-slices for setting the source(with statistics of
3 ∗ 200) are taken and the corresponding results are av-
eraged for a better signal. The plateau behavior for the
masses of D¯01 and D
∗+ are illustrated in Fig. 3 for three
of our ensembles.
After obtaining the mesons’ mass from the three en-
sembles, chiral extrapolations are carried out for mD¯01
and mD∗+ with linear function in m
2
pi to the physical pion
mass, as is illustrated in Fig. 4. The extrapolated result
is reasonable though the errors are still large, especially
for the D¯01. The mass for the two mesons in the physical
point are extrapolated to be
mD¯01 = 2.197± 0.064 GeV,
mD∗+ = 2.075± 0.020 GeV. (35)
The mass of D∗+ comes out to be compatible with its
physical value while that for D¯01 is lower than the nar-
rower axial vector resonance D01(2420). Note also that
the errors for the mD¯01 are much larger than those for
mD∗+ . This is due to the noisy nature of the D1 cor-
relator. One would need a more sophisticated operator
basis, see e.g. Refs. [14, 15], in order to reduce the noise.
When it comes to the correlation function C(k, t)
with non-zero three-momentum, both for non-twisted
and twisted case, we define a ratio R(k, t) of correlation
function with momentum k to the one with zero three-
momentum that gives the particle mass information as
discussed above,
R(k, t) = [C(k, t− 1) + C(k, t+ 1)] · C(0, t)
[C(0, t− 1) + C(0, t+ 1)] · C(k, t) . (36)
In this way, noise from the fluctuation of the ground state
will be partially cancelled. We found this particularly
useful for the noisier axial-vector meson D¯01. In Fig. 5,
plateaus for R(k, t) for Ensemble II are shown. The sit-
uations for other ensembles are similar. After extracting
the plateau information for R(k, t), the energy at differ-
ent three-momentum k can be obtained from
E(k) = cosh−1 [R(k) · cosh(m)] , (37)
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FIG. 3. (color online) Mass plateaus for D¯01(triangle) and
D∗+(circle), from top to bottom for Ensemble I, II, III. The
central values and errors are shown by black line segments.
Mass values are shown in lattice unit.
where the errors of E(k) are computed from those of
R(k) and m.
With the energy levels obtained for both normal and
twisted case, we can further study the dispersion relations
for these mesons, using either the discrete dispersion re-
lation
4 sinh2
Ek
2
= 4 sinh2
m
2
+ Zlat. ·
3∑
i=1
4 sin2
ki
2
, (38)
or the continuum version
E2k = m
2 + Zcon. · k2, (39)
where Z
1/2
lat. and Z
1/2
con. are the corresponding effective
speed of light parameters.
The fitting results of the discrete dispersion relation
based on Eq. (38) are shown in Fig. 6 for all three en-
sembles. In this study, we have taken n = 0, 1, 2 and
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FIG. 4. (color online) Chiral extrapolation for D¯01(upper
panel) and D∗+ (lower panel) for three ensembles.
θ = (0, 0, pi), (pi, pi, 0), (pi, pi, pi), resulting in more low-
momentum data points than our former results [43, 44].
Some missing points of for D¯01 in the figure are due to
bad signal such that no stable plateau can be extracted
even if the ratio method of Eq. (36) is utilized. The fit-
ting for data points using continuous dispersion relation
based on Eq. (39) are very similar, so we only show the
comparison of the square of effective speed of light, i.e.
Zlat. vs. Zcon., for the two mesons in Table IV.
TABLE IV. Square of effective speed of light for two mesons,
with the comparison of discrete and continuous version.
#Ensemble I II III
Zlat. 0.85(67) 0.77(49) 0.87(53)D¯01
Zcon. 0.77(61) 0.68(44) 0.77(47)
Zlat. 1.07(14) 1.02(8) 1.07(8)D∗+
Zcon. 0.98(13) 0.93(7) 0.97(7)
For the vector meson, the results for Zlat. and Zcon.
are comparable and both are compatible with 1.0 within
errors. This indicates that the operator we used indeed
interpolates a vector meson rather well. For the axial
vector meson D¯01, however, the error of the effective speed
of light is huge compared with that of D∗+. This is due
to the bad signal of the D¯01 meson as is seen from the
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.
It is known that there are two D1 mesons experimen-
tally, the wider resonance D¯01(2430) and the narrower one
D¯01(2420), which in reality couples to D
∗pi two-particle
states. In an earlier lattice study [14], it is also found
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FIG. 5. (color online) Ratio plateaus for D¯01(upper panel)
and D∗+ (lower panel) for Ensemble II. The ratio plateaus
extracted here gives the energy levels information shown in
the middle panel of Fig. 6
.
that the contamination of D∗pi two-particle states on the
wider D1 state is substantial. So there is a potential
worry whether our D1 state also has this problem. We
look into this possibility and conclude that this is not the
case due to the following reasons:
First of all, to suppress the contaminations from the
two-particle states, we have utilized the wall-source with
definite momentum/twist. This is known to greatly sup-
press the coupling to the multi-particle states.
Second, unlike the situation in Ref. [14] where the low-
est level of D∗pi state lies below the mass of D1 thus the
so-called level crossing of two types of states is bound to
happen, in our case, the D∗pi two-particle states actu-
ally lie above the D1 states by over 100MeV as listed in
Table V. Therefore possible level crossing of these two-
particle states with that of D1 is avoided. Surely the D
∗pi
states still have some effects on the D1 single-particle
state, but it is not as dramatic as in Ref. [14]. In other
words, we believe that we still acquire a single D1 state
though it is rather noisy. In order to improve this situ-
ation, much more statistics and/or better operator basis
following Refs. [14, 15] should be taken.
Third, albeit its large error, the dispersion relation for
D¯01 still looks like a single-particle one, not a two-particle
one. To check this in further detail, we illustrate the
comparison of dispersion relation for single particle state
with that of the two particle states in Fig. 7. It is ex-
pected that a single particle state is definitely different
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FIG. 6. (color online) Discrete dispersion relation as in
Eq. (38) for the D¯01(open squares) and D
∗+ (stars) meson,
from top to bottom for Ensemble I, II and III. The values
of the square of effective speed of light Zlat. are listed in Ta-
ble IV, comparing with the Zcon. fitted from Eq. (39).
TABLE V. Mass difference comparison for three ensembles.
#Ensemble I II III
aµ 0.003 0.006 0.008
mpi[MeV] 307 424 488
mD∗+ [MeV] 2077(14) 2108(7) 2109(6)
mD¯01
[MeV] 2269(35) 2408(39) 2418(40)
(mpi +mD∗+)−mD¯01 [MeV] 115 124 179
from a two-particle state in terms of dispersion relations
and this is indeed what we see.
The energy of a two-particle state with total three-
momentum p will also depend on another momentum,
call it k. Here for simplicity we will only consider two
limiting cases: with one particle is moving with p while
the other one is at rest. In fact, the static pi and a mov-
12
ing D∗ will give us the lowest bound of these two parti-
cle states |D∗(p− k)pi(k)〉, which is ED∗(p) +mpi. This
is shown as open circles in Fig. 7 for Ensemble I. Tak-
ing other values of k will modify the total energy of the
system to ED∗(p− k) + Epi(k) which is even larger, de-
pending on the choice of k. They form a band that is
bounded below by the values of ED∗(p) +mpi (the open
circles). Data points for the other case of taking k = p
are shown as triangles in Fig. 7. It is clearly seen from the
figure that our dispersion relation for D¯01 state (the open
squares) indeed looks like that of a one-particle state, ly-
ing well below the two-particle bands. Situations for the
other two ensembles are similar. We therefore believe
that, albeit the somewhat large error of our D1 corre-
lation functions, they still provide us with a reasonable
one-particle state.
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FIG. 7. (color online) Two particle dispersion relation com-
pared with the single particles’ for Ensemble I. The energies
of two-particle states form a band that is bounded below by
the open circles.
Because of the large errors of the D1 correlators, it
might also hinder our search of the two-particle energy-
levels of the D¯1D
∗ system. Indeed, we do observe noisy
behavior of the corresponding four-point functions. How-
ever, we managed to obtain the energy shift by construct-
ing suitable ratios of the four-point functions with respect
to the two-point functions. It turns out that large sta-
tistical fluctuations due to D1 can be partly canceled by
this ratio method which will be elaborated in the next
subsection.
B. Extraction of two-particle energy levels
We adopt the usual GEVP method on correlation ma-
trix Eq. (32) to extract the two-particle energy eigenval-
ues. In order to get more stable plateau, a new matrix
Ω(t, t0) is introduced,
Ω(t, t0) = C(t0)
− 12C(t)C(t0)−
1
2 , (40)
where t0 is the so-called reference time slice. Normally
one picks a t0 such that the signal is good and stable. In
our simulation, a search of t0 over a reasonable range is
performed and the one that yields the smallest χ2 value in
the fitting is chosen [49]. The energy eigenvalues for the
two-particle system are then obtained by diagonalizing
the hermitian matrix.
The eigenvalues of the matrix exhibit the usual expo-
nential decay behavior,
λi(t, t0) ∝ e−Ei(t−t0), (41)
from which the exact two-particle energy Ei can be ex-
tracted. In practice, we construct the following ratio,
R(t, t0) = λi(t, t0)
CD¯01 (t)CD∗+(t)
∝ e−∆Ei·t, (42)
where CD¯01 and CD∗+ are the corresponding one-particle
correlation function with momentum mode 0 (ground
state with zero momentum) for A1 sector and momentum
1 (next lowest momentum) for T1 sector. The effective
energy shift ∆Ei can be extracted from the ratio
∆Ei(t) = ln
R(t)
R(t+ 1) , (43)
where the error of ∆Ei are estimated using the conven-
tional jackknife method in all cases, and thus all the er-
rors are only statistical in the following sections. From
the definition above, ∆Ei is the difference of the two-
particle energy measured from the threshold of the two
mesons,
∆Ei = Ei −mD¯01 −mD∗+ . (44)
We have also tried to look at the effective mass plateau
from the diagonal elements of the correlation matrix in
Eq. (32). It turns out that the plateau is only stable for
the lowest mode. However, if we use the ratio method
discussed above, stable plateaus can be seen in almost all
cases. We believe this is mainly due to our poor signal of
the D1 meson already discussed in the previous subsec-
tion. The ratio method have managed to cancel out some
of these statistical fluctuations in two-point function of
D1 and D
∗.
The energy shifts together with other relevant infor-
mation are summarized in Table VII and Table XI for
the scalar and vector channel respectively. With the en-
ergy difference ∆Ei obtained, we can further define the
effective momentum√
m2
D¯01
+ k¯2 +
√
m2D∗+ + k¯
2 = ∆Ei+mD¯01 +mD∗+ ,(45)
where the k¯2 ≡ (2pi/L)2q2 is effective relative momentum
squared for the two mesons. It is this quantity that will
eventually enter Lu¨scher’s formula Eq. (6).
For near threshold scattering, the effective range ex-
pansion exists for cot δ(k),
k2l+1 cot δl(k) = a
−1
l +
1
2
rlk
2 + · · · , (46)
where al is the scattering length and rl is the effective
range for partial wave l. For convenience, we would like
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to express this formula in terms of dimensionless quantity
q2,
q2l+1 cot δl(q
2) = Bl +
1
2
Rlq
2 + · · · , (47)
with Bl = [L/(2pi)]
2l+1a−1l and Rl = [L/(2pi)]
2l−1rl,
which will be more convenient in our fitting process.
C. Results for the Scalar channel
As in the simulation we do contractions of the propa-
gators part by part for the terms shown in Eq. (22), it’s
easy to check the charge parity by setting  = −1 or 1.
We find that there is no signal for the final correlation
function when  = −1, corresponding positive charge par-
ity. Therefore, all the following results are all for negative
charge parity sector namely IG(JPC) = 1+(0−−).
1. Two-particle energy spectra
Choices for the group reduction rules and momen-
tum modes for different twist angles of scalar channel
are listed in Table VI. Initially three momentum modes
TABLE VI. Information about group reduction rules and mo-
mentum modes for different twist angles in scalar channel.
θ 0 (0, 0, pi) (pi, pi, 0) (pi, pi, pi)
Symmetry Oh D4h D2h D3d
irreps A1 A1 A1 A1
Number of kα 3,2 3 2 3
are taken for all twisted angles. However, for the choice
of θ = (pi, pi, 0), some choices of t0 generates numeri-
cal instabilities which leads us to solve the smaller 2× 2
sub-matrix. Whenever possible, we have also checked
whether the lowest eigenvalues obtained from 3 × 3 and
2 × 2 sub-matrices are compatible with each other, and
found that they are compatible within the limit of error.
We conduct a search over a range of t0 and the one that
yields the minimum χ2 per degree of freedom is taken
as the final result. As an illustration, the effective mass
plots for energy shifts of the non-twisted case for three
ensembles are shown in Fig. 8, where one can see that
plateaus can only be extracted from ground state. The
ground state eigenvalues ∆Ei obtained from other twist-
ing angles are similar and all of these are summarized in
Fig. 9. while the numerical values are listed in Table VII.
2. D¯1D
∗ scattering in s-wave channel
After the extraction of ∆Ei, we can use the effective
range expansion of Eq. (47) to extract the parameters.
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FIG. 8. (color online) Effective mass plots for the energy
shift ∆Eα for θ = 0 for three ensembles, from top to bottom
for Ensemble I, II and III. For Ensemble III, only the 2 × 2
sub-matrix is solved because of the numerical stability. Grey
horizontal bars are the final results for the ground states.
For s-wave scattering of l = 0, the equation reads,
q cot δ0(q
2) = B0 +
1
2
R0q
2 + · · · , (48)
where the l.h.s of this equation is calculated by Eq. (6).
The fitting results are illustrated in Fig. 10. Black star
points in Fig. 10 are left out in the final fitting procedure
as their inclusion will hike up the final χ2 of the fitting
tremendously.
The fitting results of B0 and R0/2 and the correspond-
ing χ2/dof for fitting results of different ensemble are
listed in Table VIII. Also listed in the last two rows are
the physical values for the scattering parameters.
As there are not good chiral behavior for the scattering
parameters (except for a0, but its value in Ensemble I is
nearly divergent and no reasonable extrapolation can be
conducted here), we would like only to keep the individ-
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TABLE VII. Simulation results for the scalar channel. The 3rd and 4th column gives the dimension of correlation matrix and
the reference time slice t0. The fit range [tmin, tmax] from which we extract the values of ∆E are also listed with χ
2/d.o.f in
the next column. These ranges are relevant for the estimations of q2 and m00, as both central values and errors are obtained
from jackknifed samples and thus the errors are statistical.
Ensemble θ Dim. Refts. Fit range χ2/d.o.f ∆E q2 m00
I
0 3 5 [6, 9] 0.60 -0.0282(21) -0.531(40) -0.721(30)
(0, 0, pi) 3 6 [4, 7] 0.35 0.0043(12) 0.082(22) 0.105(95)
(pi, pi, 0) 2 6 [4, 7] 1.09 0.0390(13) 0.753(26) -0.732(114)
(pi, pi, pi) 3 5 [5, 8] 1.37 0.0266(20) 0.511(39) 0.811(248)
II
0 3 5 [6, 9] 1.15 -0.0313(16) -0.611(31) -0.776(21)
(0, 0, pi) 3 5 [6, 9] 1.22 -0.0171(19) -0.336(36) -0.584(32)
(pi, pi, 0) 2 6 [5, 8] 0.43 0.0452(15) 0.905(31) -0.243(93)
(pi, pi, pi) 3 5 [6, 9] 0.17 0.0428(24) 0.857(49) -3.17(1.34)
III
0 2 3 [7, 10] 0.55 -0.0351(22) -0.687(42) -0.825(26)
(0, 0, pi) 3 4 [6, 9] 3.26 -0.0257(17) -0.504(32) -0.719(23)
(pi, pi, 0) 2 6 [5, 8] 0.13 0.0517(14) 1.041(29) 0.163(96)
(pi, pi, pi) 3 6 [5, 8] 0.26 0.0626(14) 1.263(30) -0.771(75)
TABLE VIII. Fitting results for the scattering length and
effective range in the A1 channel.
Ensemble I II III
B0 0.014(74) -0.511(33) -0.431(37)
R0/2 1.390(163) 0.397(60) 0.572(60)
χ2/dof 0.17 4.85 0.0016
a0(fm) 23.55(120.57) -0.66(4) -0.79(6)
r0(fm) 0.94(11) 0.27(4) 0.39(4)
ual values for each case. But we can see that the values
of r0 for three ensembles are all much smaller than the
size of the lattice, indicating that using of effective range
expansion here is reasonable.
3. Possibility of shallow bound state in A1 channel
To explore the possibility of a bound state in A1 chan-
nel, we will use the formalism given in Sec. (II C) which
tells us, in order to have a genuine bound state, the value
of q2 should be negative and q2 → −∞ as L → ∞. The
values for the lowest q2 in A1 channel come out to be in
the range [−0.7,−0.5] which are indeed negative. Com-
pared with earlier quenched results for the lowest q2 of
different volume, ranging between [−0.07,−0.02] (see Ta-
ble III in Ref. [9]), we can see that the absolute values
of q2 are roughly increased by an order of magnitude,
which means the interaction between the two mesons in-
deed becomes stronger. We can also proceed to evaluate
the corresponding value of cotσ(q) from Eq. (17). These
results, which are rather close to the value of −1, are also
tabulated in Table IX. It is interesting to inspect the chi-
ral behavior of the lowest q2 and the values of cotσ(q)
from our three ensembles. Admittedly we have only three
different pion mass values which are also quite far away
from the chiral limit, a naive extrapolation linear in m2pi is
still performed for the lowest q2 and cotσ(q) respectively.
TABLE IX. Results for the lowest q2 and the corresponding
values for cotσ(q) as given by Eq. (17) in the A1 channel
for three ensembles. Corresponding statistical errors for the
quantities are given in the parenthesis. The last column gives
the chiral extrapolation of q2 and cotσ(q2).
Ensemble I II III Chiral Limit
mpi[GeV] 0.3070 0.4236 0.4884 0.1380
q2 -0.531(40) -0.611(31) -0.687(42) -0.447(71)
cotσ(q2) -0.9872(32) -0.9920(14) -0.9937(13) -0.9851(45)
These are illustrated in Fig. 11.
Even though the values of cotσ(q2) are very close to
−1 for the three ensembles, which seem to indicate the
formation of a bound state in this channel, we have to
point out that the chiral behavior of q2 is moving up-
wards which is deviating from cotσ(q2) = −1 as m2pi is
decreased. Bearing in mind that the value of mpiL for the
lightest point is somewhat small, one may worry that fi-
nite volume systematic effects are contaminating the data
point at lower mpi values. Therefore, we can only say
that, at this stage our data cannot rule out the existence
of a bound state in A1 channel and a more careful study
with different volumes is necessary to further clarify the
situation. So the bottom line is, with dynamical quarks
into the simulation as opposed to the previous quenched
study, the attraction between the two charmed mesons
appears to be stronger.
TABLE X. Information about group reduction rules and mo-
mentum numbers for different twist angles in vector channel.
θ 0 (0, 0, pi) (pi, pi, 0)
Symmetry Oh D4h D2h
irreps T1 E A1
Number of kα 2 2 2
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FIG. 9. (color online) Summary of ground state eigenvalues
∆Ei at various twisting angles for three ensembles, from top
to bottom for Ensemble I, II and III.
D. Results for the Vector channel
Similar to the scalar channel, we have checked the
charge parity for  = ±1 as shown in Eq. (23), and only
found signal for negative charge parity with  = 1. Thus,
following results are all for two-particle states with quan-
tum number of IG(JPC) = 1+(1+−).
1. Two-particle energy spectra
The momentum number and twist angle with corre-
sponding group reduction used for the vector channel are
listed in the Table X.
As there are no zero-momentum mode in the con-
struction of operators for vector channel as discussed in
Sec. III A 3, we only take two momentum for T1 channel,
which corresponds α = 1, 2 for kα. As an illustration, the
-2
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FIG. 10. (color online) Fitting results based on the effective
range expansion of Eq. (48), from top to bottom for Ensemble
I, II and III. Black star points are not taken into account in
order to get a fitting with a relatively small χ2 and reasonable
goodness-of-fit probability q. For Ensemble II, one point is
out of range and thus invisible.
effective mass plots of Ensemble II for all three twisting
angles are shown in Fig. 12. It is seen that the signal
is worse than that in the A1 channel. Normally we can
only get a plateau that extends for about 3 consecutive
points and the errors are also quite large. The energy
shifts ∆Ei’s for this case and for other twisting angles
are summarized in Fig. 13. The numerical results for
∆Ei’s are collected in Table XI.
2. D¯1D
∗ scattering in p-wave channel
Similar to the procedure in s-wave channel, the effec-
tive range expansion Eq .(47) is utilized to extract the
parameters. For p-wave scattering of l = 1, the equation
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TABLE XI. Simulation results for the vector channel. Jackknifed samples are used to estimate center value of ∆E, q2 and m11
alternatively and all the errors are statistical. Only the ground state corresponding to k = (0, 0, 1) is used, higher modes are
neglected as no stable plateau can be extracted.
Ensemble θ Irrep Refts Fit range χ2/d.o.f ∆E q2 m11
I
0 T1 2 [6, 8] 0.87 -0.0516(78) -0.997(0.148) 0.951(0.218)
(0, 0, pi) E 5 [5, 7] 1.40 0.0019(54) 0.036(0.105) -0.080(0.042)
(pi, pi, 0) A1 4 [5, 7] 3.68 -0.0664(53) -1.277(0.099) 1.389(0.165)
II
0 T1 4 [6, 8] 0.60 -0.0326(55) -0.656(0.110) 0.511(0.133)
(0, 0, pi) E 3 [6, 8] 0.25 -0.0277(59) -0.557(0.118) 0.398(0.133)
(pi, pi, 0) A1 5 [5, 7] 1.20 -0.0157(43) -0.318(0.087) 0.130(0.055)
III
0 T1 2 [7, 9] 0.11 -0.0049(83) -0.099(0.168) -0.012(0.095)
(0, 0, pi) E 6 [5, 7] 0.92 0.0391(39) 1.514(0.059) -2.212(0.675)
(pi, pi, 0) A1 6 [5, 7] 0.69 0.0331(44) 1.592(0.069) -2.315(1.772)
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FIG. 11. (color online) Chiral limit of dimensionless momen-
tum q2 (upper panel) and cotσ(q) (lower panel) of ground
state for three ensembles in A1 channel, with fitting χ
2/dof =
0.08, 0.21 alternatively.
can be expressed as
q3 cot δ1(q
2) = B1 +
1
2
R1q
2 + · · · , (49)
where the l.h.s of this equation is calculated by equa-
tions given in Table II. The results are illustrated as in
Fig. 14. Then a fit is performed and the fitting results for
B1 and R1/2 and their corresponding χ
2/dof are listed
in Table XII, while the last two rows are the recovered
physical values of scattering parameters by the definition
in Eq. (47).
Similar to the situation in A1 channel, the scattering
volume a1 also suffers from the huge error for Ensemble. I
TABLE XII. Fitting results for the scattering length and ef-
fective range in the T1 channel.
Ensemble I II III
B1 -0.045(121) -0.228(328) -0.147(241)
R1/2 -1.093(165) -1.127(588) -1.364(427)
χ2/dof 0.16 0.000034 0.000004
a1(fm
3) -0.865(2.305) -0.172(0.247) -0.266(0.435)
r1(fm
−1) -6.441(0.973) -6.636(3.467) -8.032(2.516)
TABLE XIII. Results for the lowest q2 and the corresponding
values for cotσ(q) as given by Eq. (17) in T1 channel for three
ensembles. Corresponding statistical errors for the quantities
are given in the parenthesis. The last column gives the chiral
extrapolation of q2 and cotσ(q2).
Ensemble I II III Chiral Limit
mpi[GeV] 0.3070 0.4236 0.4884 0.1380
q2 -0.997(148) -0.656(110) -0.099(167) -1.502(269)
cotσ(q2) -0.9991(6) -0.9963(26) -0.8379(5976) -1.0016(33)
and no reasonable chiral extrapolation can be conducted.
However, the chiral behavior of r1 seems to be good.
3. Possibility of shallow bound state in T1 channel
To explore the possibility of a bound state in T1 chan-
nel, we follow the same procedure as in A1 channel. We
again use the formalism given in Sec. (II C) for nega-
tive q2 of the lowest energy level. We can also compute
the value of cotσ(q2) at the lowest q2 for each ensem-
ble. They turn out to be close to −1, signaling a possible
bound state. We can even inspect the chiral behavior of
the lowest q2 and cotσ(q2) which is shown in Fig. 15.
The results for the lowest (negative) q2 and the corre-
sponding values of cotσ(q) as computed from Eq. (17)
are listed in Table XIII.
We see that the chiral behavior of lowest q2 in T1 chan-
nel is opposite to that in A1 channel, leading to a much
deeper q2 value in the chiral limit, which might mean that
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FIG. 12. (color online) Effective mass plots for the energy
shift ∆Eα for Ensemble II for different twisting angles θ = 0
(top), θ = (0, 0, pi) (middle) and θ = (pi, pi, 0) (bottom). The
two energy level stands for α = 1, 2, and the grey horizontal
bars indicate the fitted values for ∆Eα’s within the fitting
ranges.
there is a bound state forming in this channel. However,
we only have one volume for the three ensembles, and
therefore are unable to perform the finite volume extrap-
olation within this formalism. Further exploration with
different volumes should be conducted in order to reach
a more definite conclusion.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have performed an exploratory lattice
study for the low-energy scattering of the (D¯1D
∗)+ two-
particle system in both s-wave(A1) and p-wave(T1) chan-
nel, corresponding to the quantum numbers of IGJPC =
1+0−− and IGJPC = 1+1+− respectively. Assuming
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FIG. 13. (color online) Ground eigenvalues got from every
correlation matrix for three ensembles, from top to bottom
for Ensemble I, II and III.
that close to the threshold the system is dominated by
elastic scattering, we used the standard Lu¨scher for-
malism to study their interactions. It is found that in
both channels, the interaction between the two charmed
mesons is attractive in nature. There are also indications
that they might form bound states but a definite conclu-
sion can only be made when more systematic studies with
different volumes are performed. Positive charge parity
channels are also investigated with no signals found.
The calculation is based on the Nf = 2 twisted mass
fermion configurations of size 323×64 with a lattice spac-
ing of about 0.067fm. Three ensembles of different pion
mass with mpiL = 3.31, 4.57, 5.27 are utilized to investi-
gate the pion mass dependence of various physical quan-
tities in the simulation. In order to enhance the momen-
tum resolution around the two-particle threshold, twisted
boundary conditions are utilized together with the con-
ventional periodic boundary conditions. We only take
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FIG. 14. (color online) Fitting results based on the effective
range expansion of Eq. (49), from top to bottom for Ensemble
I, II and III.
the twist angle that are integral multiples of pi and thus
avoid the mixing of partial waves with opposite parity.
These techniques lead to a perfect dispersion relation for
the vector meson; for the axial vector meson, albeit the
much noisier correlation function, reasonable results are
obtained.
For the two-particle scattering in A1 channel, the re-
sults in this paper update our former quenched results.
The attraction between the two charmed mesons appears
to be stronger compared with the quenched case which
is represented by a much more negative value of the low-
est q2. We have also checked the possibility of bound
state formation in A1 channel by checking the quantity
cotσ(q2) within Lu¨scher’s formalism. For all three en-
sembles, the values of cotσ(q2) turn out to be rather
close to −1, which is the value signaling a bound state.
However, due to possible finite volume contaminations,
we still cannot draw a definite conclusion whether there
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FIG. 15. (color online) Chiral limit of dimensionless momen-
tum q2(upper panel) and cotσ(q2)(lower panel) of ground
state for three ensembles in T1 channel, with fitting χ
2/dof =
1.39, 0.07 alternatively.
is a bound state in this channel but our results cannot
rule it out either.
In the T1 channel, similar conclusions are reached.
By inspecting the lowest values of q2 and the quantity
cotσ(q2), it is seen that the two mesons have attractive
interaction and the value of cotσ is also compatible with
a bound state. However, due to the relative poor signal
to noise ratio and the possible finite volume contamina-
tion of the lightest pion mass point, it is still premature
to draw any definite conclusions.
Based on the discussion above, it is seen that, quite
contrary to the charmed meson interaction below 4.2GeV
where the interaction appears to be mostly repulsive in
nature [43, 44, 50–52], interactions between a (D¯1D
∗)±
two-particle system is attractive. The interaction is also
stronger compared with the quenched case. In both
channels (pseudo-scalar and axial vector), our lattice
data show indications of a possible bound state below
the threshold, though a much more careful multi-volume
study should be performed before any definite conclu-
sions can be made. We also hope this will shed some
light to the nature of newly identified Z(4430) structure.
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